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optics in 2012 P hase-only spatial light modulation is used to shape light in microscopy, micro manipulation, microfabrication and bio photonics. One application of phase modulation is the creation of dynamic optical traps for directly controlling the motion of microscopic particles by using programmable spatial light modulators (SLMs).
1,2 Similarly, light can be phase-sculpted to match and target biological material or trigger localized biochemical reactions. 3 Despite its versatility, phase-only spatial light modulation requires pricey SLMs, which limit its use in photonics research. However, consumer projectors are much more affordable. Researchers have started to explore using projectors based on liquid-crystal-onsilicon (LCoS) as binary-only phase modulators by replacing the incoherent light source with a laser of appropriate polarization. Using two modified pocket pico-projectors, we have demonstrated beam shaping based on matched filtering generalized phase contrast (mGPC). 4 One projector is encoded with dynamic correlation target phase patterns that are directly mapped into intensity spikes. The other projector acts as a tunable matched filter combining GPC and phase-only correlation. Although these modified projectors can be operated as binary holograms, mGPC offers advantages similar to GPC. Because mGPC is based on a 4f geometry, it does not have a strong undiffracted zero-order light that would disturb the sample plane or waste optical energy. The fast encoding into the LCoS by copying and translating a basis correlation target pattern enables real-time reconfigurability of multiple intensity spots without the need of high-end resources. Such simplicity also prevents the formation of ghost orders, speckles and spurious phase variations. Therefore, mGPC-generated light propagates in a well-defined manner and is useful for axially extended applications like active optical sorting or counter-propagating traps.
2,5 Since mGPC borrows features of phase-only optical correlation, the generated output spikes are significantly stronger than the background noise caused by surface imperfections in consumer LCoS devices. Because many research applications require a specific fixed beam size (e.g., manipulation of microscopic tools or cells, programmable microscopy or microfabrication), a fixed fabricated matched filter can be used to increase overall light efficiency. Replacing the second projector would also make the beam-shaping system more compact. The correlation pattern and filter can be optimized to increase the space bandwidth, thus producing narrower, more intense output spikes. 4 
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(a) An mGPC is used to generate intense light for particle sorting. (b) Intensity profiles are generated using two LCoS pico-projectors as binary phase input and matched phase filter: (c) without the filter, (d) using phase disks as the input phase pattern and (e) using an optimized binary input phase and matched filter. 
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